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CHAPTER I 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

Pureose of the Study 

The purpose of the study was to examine the feasi

bility of using colored porcelain clay bodies, rather than 

colored glazes, as the main decorative element in wheel

thrown and/or hand-built ceramic forms which embodied the 

creative and aesthetic commitments of the artist. 

Justification for the Study 

The justification for this study lay in the lack of 

sufficient information on colored porcelain clay bodies as 

major components in wheel-thrown and/or hand-built ceramic 

forms. The writer has found that color in ceramic forms is 

most often achieved by the use of colored glazes. The 

writer has not found examples of wheel-thrown and/or hand

built ceramic forms·which, in her judgment, effectively 

make use of clay bodies rather than glazes in achieving 

color. 

A search of selected publications in the ceramics 

field revealed no study concerned specifically with this 

problem. Certain publications, such as Finding One's Way 

With Clay by Paulus Berensohn and "Night Garden With Ladies 11 
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by Jane Peiser in The Penland School of Crafts Book of 

Pottery, briefly touch on the topic but they are by no means 

an extensive investigation into the problem. 

Background Information 

As background for this study, the writer has done 

research on selected ceramic raw materials which can be used 

as clay colorants, such as cobalt oxide, rutile, and red 

iron oxide. Tests were conducted to determine the effects 

the various raw materials would have in coloring the porce

lain clay body. Selected commercial ceramic body stains, 

such as chrimson, pink, and orchid, were also tested for 

this same purpose. 

Clay bodies of differing compositions are often dif

ferent in color, but it is risky to combine these different 

clay bodies in one piece because the differences in drying 

shrinkage, firing shrinkage, and maturing temperature may 

cause them to break apart or develop cracks. It is possible 

to use one clay body and achieve many different colored 

clays from this one body. This is done by the addition of 

different ceramic raw materials and stains to the original 

clay body. In this manner, the above-mentioned risks are 

minimized since different colored clays made from the same 

body will be sympathetic. 
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Previously mentioned publications do touch briefly 

on the subject of coloring clay bodies. Paulus Berensohn, 

in Finding One's Way With Clay, gives some information on 

colored clay bodies but does not include porcelain at all. 

In The Penland School of Crafts Book of Pottery, Jane 

Peiser does talk, very briefly, of adding colorants to a 

porcelain clay body but she fires these to cone 10 in a 

salt-glaze kiln only. 

The writer felt that there was a need for testing of 

colored porcelain clay bodies in a gas kiln to be fired to 

cone 10 in a reducing atmosphere and in an electric kiln to 

be fired to cones 06 and 4 in an oxidizing atmosphere. The 

writer also felt that benefits could be gained from explor

ing the possibilities of using these colored porcelain 

clay bodies, rather than colored glazes, as the main 

decorative element in wheel-thrown and/or hand-built ceramic 

forms. 

Definition of Terms 

1. Aesthetic: "Of or pertaining to the beautiful, 

as distinguished from the merely pleasing, the moral, and 

especially, the useful."l 

1william Alan Neilson, ed., Webster's New Inter
national Dictionar of the En lish Lan ua e, 2nd edition 
Springfield: G. & C. Merriam Co., 1936), p. 42. 
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2. Bisque fire: 11 Preliminary firing to harden the 

body. 111 

3. Calcine: "To heat a ceramic material or mixture 

to the temperature necessary to drive off the chemical water, 

carbon dioxide, and other volatile gases. Some fusion may 

occur, in which case the material must be ground. This is 

the process used in the production of ••• ceramic stains."2 

4. Colored porcelain clay bodies: White porcelain 

clay to which has been added different ceramic raw materials 

and stains. These different raw materials and stains, when 

subjected to firing in a kiln, will change color (Keller, 

1976). 

5. Glaze: "A liquid suspension of finely gr.ound 

minerals that is applied • on the surface of bisque-

fired ceramic ware .•• and fired to the temperature at 

which the glaze ingredi~nts will melt together to form a 

glassy surface coa.ting. 11 3 

6. Hand-built pottery: Ceramic forms made by hand 

without the use of the potterts wheel (Keller, 1976). 

7. Kiln: A furnace made of refractory clay mate

rials for firing ceramic products (Keller, 1976). 

1Glenn c. Nelson, Ceramics, A Potterts Handbook 
(New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., 1971), p. 334. 

3Ibid., p. 335. 
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8. Luster: "A type of metallic decoration .••. 

A mixture of a metallic salt, resin, and bismuth nitrate 

••. applied to a glazed piece and then refired at a lower 

temperature. 111 

9. Millef iore: "Designating a kind of ornamental 

glass made by fusing together slender rods or tubes of 

colored glass, cutting the product transversely, and join

ing the sections or embedding them in clear glass." 2 

10. Oxidizing fire: "A fire during which the kiln 

chamber retains an ample supply of oxygen. This means that 

the combustion in the firebox must be perfectly adjusted. 

An electric kiln always gives an oxidizing fire. 113 

11. Porcelain: "Pottery or other objects made from 

a white, vitrified, and translucent body. 114 

12. Pyrometric cone: "A device for measuring heat 

treatment in the kiln. 11 5 

13. Reduction fire: "A firing using insufficient 

oxygen; carbon monoxide thus formed unites with oxygen from 

1 rbid., p. 336. 

2Neilson, Webster's Dictionary, p. 1559. 

3Nelson, Ceramics, p. 337. · 

4oaniel 
(Philadelphia: 

5Ibid. 

Rhodes, Clay and Glazes for the Potter 
The Chilton Book Co., 1973), p. 308. 
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the body and glaze to form carbon dioxide, producing color 

changes in coloring oxides." 1 

14. Salt glaze: 11 A glaze developed by throwing salt 

(NaCl) into a hot kiln. The salt vaporizes and combines with 

the silica in the body to form sodium silicate, a hard glassy 

glaze. A salt kiln is of a slightly different construction 

and is limited in use to the salt glaze. 11 2 

15. · Stain: "Sometimes a single coloring oxide, but 

usually a combination of oxides, plus alumina, flint, and a 

fluxing compound. This mixture is calcined and then finely 

ground and washed. The purpose is to form a stable coloring 

agent not likely to be altered by the action of the glaze or 

heat. 113 

16. Wheel-thrown pottery: Ceramic forms made by 

hand on the potter's wheel (Keller, 1976). 

Delimitations 

The study was conducted within the following 

delimitations: 

1. · A selected number of different ceramic raw mate-

rials were tested as colorants in a porcelain clay body. 

Some of the materials were: cobalt oxide, rutile, and red 

iron oxide. 

1Nelson, Ceramics, p. 338. 

2Ibid. 
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2. A selected number of different ceramic stains 

were tested as colorants in a porcelain clay body. Some of 

the stains were: chrimson, pink, and orchid. 

3. Orton Standard Pyrometric Cones were used exclu

sively in this study. Future references to 11 cones" in the 

manuscript refer to Orton Standard Pyrometric Cones. 

4. Firing took place in an oxidation atmosphere 

(electric kiln) at cones 06 and 4, and in a reduction atmo

sphere (gas kiln) at cone 10. 

5. The writer made use of a gas-fired kiln, located 

in the Texas Woman's University ceramics studio, for firing 

to cone 10 in a reduced atmosphere achieved by limiting the 

air supply at the burner ports of the kiln and adjusting the 

damper of the kiln. Electric kilns, also located in the 

Texas Woman's University ceramics studio, were used to fire 

to cones 4 and 06 in an oxidation atmosphere. 

6. The main endeavor of this study was not to con

duct an extensive search into coloring clay bodies, but to 

experiment with selected raw materials and stains to achieve 

the following colors in addition to the original white 

porcelain clay body: blue, green, yellow, tan, pink, 

lavender, gray, black, and brown. 

7. Ceramic forms were entirely wheel-thrown, 

entirely hand-built, or made from a combination of wheel

thrown and hand-built pieces. 
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a. Ceramic forms were comprised of one colored 

porcelain clay body alone, combinations of colored porcelain 

clay bodies, or combinations of white and colored porcelain 

clay bodies. 

9. The colored porcelain forms, after bisque

firing, were glazed with a clear, colorless glaze only, 

and a final bit of embellishment was usually given with the 

selected application of lusters. 

10. Raw materials used as clay colorants, and as 

components in the porcelain clay body, the cone 10 clear 

glaze, and the cone 4 clear glaze, were procured from the 

ceramics studio at the Texas Woman's University. The Texas 

Woman's University ceramics st~dio obtains these raw mate

rials from selected commercial ceramic supply houses, such 

as Trinity Ceramic Supply in Dallas, Tex_as, and the Acme 

Brick Company in Denton, Texas. These raw materials are all 

of a standard uniform grade for use in ceramics. 

11. The white porcelain clay body used was compounded 

from the following ingredients: 

Flint • . . • • . . . . . • . • 
NC4 Soda Feldspar . • . • . . . 
Old Mine 4 Kentucky Ball Clay . 
EPK Washed Florida Kaolin •• . . 

25 
25 

• 25 
• 25 
Yoo 
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12. The cone .10 clear glaze used was compounded from 

the following ingredienus: 

Potash Feldspar. 
Flint. • • ...•. 
Whiting. • . . • . • • . 
Kaolin • . . . • 
Zinc Oxide •.... 
Barium Carbonate •. 

53.0 
24.0 
12.0 

6.0 
2.5 
2.5 

100.0 

13. The cone 4 clear glaze used was compounded from 

the following ingredients: 

Kona Feldspar •.•• 
EPK Kaolin 
Flint •..•..•... 
Whiting. . 
Zinc Oxide 

• . 59. 62 
. . 10. 81 

15.04 
8.00 

•• 6.53 

14. The cone 06 clear glaze used was purchased com

mercially from Reward Ceramic Color Manufacturers, Inc., in 

Glen Burnie, Maryland. 

15. The lusters used were purchased commercially from 

the Hanovia Liquid Gold Department of Engelhard Minerals and 

Chemical Corporation, in East Newark, New Jersey, and from 

Standard Ceramic Supply Company, in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 

16. The ceramic body stains used were purchased com

mercially from Standard Ceramic Supply Company, in Pittsburgh, 

Pennsylvania. 

17. Findings on colored porcelain clay bodies were 

documented on a chart and selected finished works were photo

graphed for inclusion in this manuscript. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE 

In Finding One's Way With Clay, Paulus Berensohn 

says "The color of clay is an altogether different visual 

and tactile experience from the color of glaze. 111 The 

writer agrees. The color of clay may be altered by adding 

coloring oxides or stains. White clay produces the brightest 

colors. 2 

Natural clay can be given other colors by the intro

duction of metal oxides used in the form of stains and clay 

body colorants. Clay body colorants are mixed directly into 

the clay to change the color. Clay 'is the foundation of 

ceramics and the effects of the metallic oxides or stains 

in the clay are important. Even the smallest amount of 

either can influence color. Controlled colorants added to 

the clay body can give the fired clay richness that it may 

not have otherwise. 3 

York: 
1Paulus Berensohn, Finding One's Way With Clay (New 

Simon and Schuster, 1972), p. 94. 

2Jane Peiser, "Night Garden With Ladies, 11 The Penland 
School of Crafts Book of Pottery (Indianapolis: The Bobbs
Merrill co., Inc., 1975), p. 65. 

3John w. Conrad, Ceramic Formulas: The Com lete Com
pendium (New York: MacMillan Publishing Co., Inc., 1973 , 
pp. 57-58. 

10 
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The most common colorants added to clay bodies are 

not expensive and include red iron oxide, iron chromate, and 

manganese dioxide. 1 Other colorants, such as cobalt and 

copper, are more expensive, but, when used to make small 

batch.es of a colored clay body, do not increase the cost per 

pound appreciably. It is possible to tint white-burning 

clays to a variety of shades by adding coloring oxides. For 

example, blues.are produced by adding cobalt oxide, and 

greens by adding copper or chrome. Spots or specks can be 

induced in a clay body by adding coloring oxides in granular 

form, which will burn to a darker color than the surrounding 

areas of clay. Granular ilmenite, an ore containing iron and 

titania, is frequently used for this purpose. 2 

Some colors, such as pinks or reds, are best achieved 

by using a clay body stain. A body stain is a composition 

of metallic oxides, clays, and fluxes. Stains can be pro

duced in many colors. The color of the stain 11 is determined 

by the metallic oxides, stain compound, method of introduc

ing the oxides into the compound, duration of the temperature 

and character of bisque firing, composition of the clay, 

duration, temperature, and character of the final firing, and 

1rbid. , p. 5 8. 

2•Rhodes, Clay. and Glazes, pp. 45-46. 
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composition of the overglaze. 11 1 The production of certain 

high-temperature stable stains still ildefies the intensified 

efforts of ceramic color chemists. 112 

Ceramic body stains are available commercially for 

color~ng clay bodies. They have been used in the tableware 

industry to produce ware which is colored all the way through, 

so that "when a blue plate is chipped, the clay body under

neath is blue, which makes the flaw less noticeable. 11 3 For 

most people, the name which springs automatically to mind 

when thinking of such tableware is "Wedgwood." 

Josiah Wedgwood introduced several colored ceramic 

bodies, such as 11 Queen's Ware," a cream-colored earthen

ware, "basalt," a black matt body, and the "jasper" body 

which occurs in various colors--mainly light and dark blue 

or green. 4 

The colored 'jasper' body was introduced by 
Wedgwood about 1774. Basically it was a com
pact and hard, white, unglazed body, but was 
capable of being tinted by the use of 
metallic oxides to various colors, the most 
common being light blue, dark blue, and green. 

1 Conrad, Ceramic Formulas, p. 62. 

2Kenneth Shaw, Ceramic Colors and Potter Decoration 
(New York: Frederick A. · Praeger, Inc., 1969 , p. l. 

3Rhodes·, Clay and Glazes, p. 45. 

4Geoffrey A. Godden, British Pottery and Porcelain 
1780-1850 (New York: A. S. Barnes and Co., Inc., 1963), 
p. 46. . 
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To this tinted body was applied, after the basic 
form had been made, moulded relief work--classi
cal figures, festoons of flowers, etc. This 
added decoration is usually in white, untinted 
jasper and contrasts well with the ground color. 
The applied decoration may be of colors other 
than white, and may include three or more 
colors; such examples were expensive and are 
consequently rare.l 

Usually potters work with more than one clay body, 

or can, other bodies being available to them. There are 

almost always some differences in the fired color of differ

ent clay bodies~ however, it is inadvisable to use different 

clay bodies together to achieve different colors in one 

ceramic form. The biggest problem with using more than one 

clay body in a piece is that each clay has its own drying, 

shrinking, and firing characteristics, and the different 

clay bodies may crack away from each other during the dry

ing or firing. The easiest way to achieve color variation 

with the least danger of cracking is to add different color

ing oxides or stains to one clay body, thus obtaining many 

different colored clays from the same clay body. 2 

With these different colored clays made from the 

same clay body, several color variations would be at one's 

disposal. Berensohn has concluded, "The color of every clay 

I know of can be altered by additions of oxides; and with 

1rbid. 

2Berensohn,Finding One's Way, pp. 94-96. 
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some clays you can achieve a greater variety of shades and 

hues. 111 The testing of the a.mount and type of colorant is 

necessary to determine the possible colors. The temperature 

of firing and the atmosphere in the kiln vitally affect the 

color of the finished piece. For example, 

one clay might be a light pink color when fired 
to cone 08. At cone 04 it might be a brick-red 
color, and at cone 1 it might be a chocolate 
brown. At cone 6 it might be almost black, and 
cinderlike in texture. If fired at cone 04 in 
a reducing atmosphere, the same clay might be 
black. Any given clay, in other words, will 
yield a great va~iety of colors, depending on 
how it is fired. 4 

The variables in producing colored ceramic clay bodies are 

infinite. "It is still true that the ceramic chemist does 

not possess the range of colors available to the paint or 

plastics materials technologist, chiefly because the latter 

are not vexed by the problems associated with high tempera

tures and variable furnace atmospheres. 11 3 

1rbid.,. p. 96. 

2Rhodes, Clay and Glazes, p. 44. 

3shaw, Ceramic Colors, p. 1. 



CHAPTER III 

METHODS AND PROCEDURES 

The writer carried out research accordingly: 

Phase I, Examination of Relevant Literature. During 

Phase I the writer examined such relevant literature as 

Finding one's Way With Clay by Paulus Berensohn and "Night 

Garden With Ladies" by Jane Pei ser in The Penland School of 

Crafts Book of Pottery. She also attempted to find and read 

all articles written related to her research by consulting 

ref erence materials such as Ceramic Abstracts, Masters 

Abstracts, the Comprehensive Dissertation Index, and the 

Art Index. Other key sources included periodicals such as 

Ceramics Monthly, Craft Horizons, and Art in America. 

Phase II, Studio Work: Experimentation and Produc

tion. During Phase II, the writer experimented with selected 

ceramic raw materials and stains to produce certain· colored 

porcelain clay bodies. Samples were made by adding, in 

different percentage·s, selected ceramic raw materials and 

stains to the white po~celain clay body. Test tile s were 

made from these samples and they were fired to cones 06 and 

4, oxidation, in an electric kiln and to cone 10, reduction, 

in a gas kiln. 

15 
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After firing, the writer selected certain colored 

porcelain clay bodies with which she carried out her study. 

Wheel-thrown and/or hand-built ceramic forms were then pro

duced by the artist, using the selected colored p.orcelain 

clay bodies. The ceramic forms were either entirely wheel

th.rown, entirely hand-built, or made from a combination of 

wheel-thrown and hand-built pieces. They were comprised of 

either one colored porcelain clay body alone, combinations 

of colored porcelain clay bodies, or combinations of white 

and colored porcelain clay bodies. 

The finished ceramic forms were then bisque fired 

before applying a clear glaze and firing to either cone 06, 

4, or 10. Once the pieces had been glaze fired they were 

either considered finished or were further decorated with 

lusters and fired to cone 020. 

Phase III, Preparation of the Thesis and Showing of 

Studio Work. During Phase III the writer compiled findings 

from research and experimentation, along with color photo

graphs of selected finished ceramic forms, into a final 

manuscript and a selected group of studio works were 

exhibited. 



CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS 

All of the tests resulted in some change in the 

body color of the porcelain clay. When the desired color 

or shade was not achieved, more tests were conducted, 

using more or less of the colorant, or different combina

tions of colorants. Even the colorants which burned out 

during firing resulted in some change in the clay body-

usually to an off-white or grayish color, which could be 

used advantageously. The qualities desired for each clay 

body colorant were determined by the percentage of colorant 

used, the temperature it was fired to, and the character 

of the kiln atmosphere. 

A chart listing the results of the colored porcelain 

clay tests is included in this chapter, and a color photo

graph showing the tests may be found in the Color Portfolio 

at the end of this manuscript (plate 1). It must be noted 

that these colors were achieved in selected kilns (described 

earlier under "Delimitations"), located in the ceramics 

studio of the Texas Woman's University, using the clay body, 

selected colorants, and clear glaze formulas which were also 

set forth earlier under "Delimitations." If one were to 

17 
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conduct these same tests in one's own studio, following 

exactly the same specifications, one would probably create 

clay bodies similar to the ones shown here. 

However, variables such as temperature and kiln 

atmosphere are never exactly the same, and even using the 

same colored clay body, slight differences may be seen 

from one firing to the next. For this reason, the infor

mation presented here should be considered as a guide only, 

and anyone wishing to reproduce these colored clays should 

first test them under their own studio conditions. 
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CHART OF COLORED PORCELAIN CLAY TEST RESULTS 

cone 06 O:lciddtior. Oonc: <f OXi:iatio:, CQn.e 10 Rod\lctlon 

Colo.rant C:le.y Body ALOI\& ,u.ti Cleu al,1u.e Clay &od)' Alone 911th Clear Gl&:r.e Clay Body A.lone With Cleat GUH 

S\ Black COppo.r 1rid,eacent. irldesce:,t 1ridescent 

OKI.de l>laok ~r••nt.•h-- bl,1.c);. black black bl•<:k 
black 

61 Bright Y~llow brl.qhter bright. briqht tned.iWll m.llfd.iUCll 

St.aln light. yellow llght yollow y-ollw yellow yellow yellow 

e, Chri'l!\son 
.<, ... ,.. r,,_1,.. r,ln'k pale pink beiqe L>etcJ~ r.ff -whit.e off--wh.He ____ ., _____ 

l !.\ Chrimson 
Stain 11q~t pir.k U;ht. pink be-!9~ t,ejqc.t off•wh1te off•whito 

112, Cobol t oxide f"l• bluo lig~t l>l1>e medium blue ned.Jum. blu.t- medi\l."11 ro.cdiWJI 
dark bloc d6l¥'k bl.UC 

2\ CQl>Alt OXidc Ught bb:e m~dl..wtl blu~ dark bl'\lC dad. bluq d.)rk blue darlt blue 

4\ Cob.alt O:clde O'ledlwn blue 
•edtum dark very dAtk vo.ry d4rk very d.lrk very d.ar~ 
blue Rl~c blO') blue blue 

a Cobalt ox1c10 , do1r>:. dat:k c)ark very J.ark v•tY dark 

2% Gre•n O\rost1e Ox. blue--gtnn bl1..oe.-♦green bl\u.:-<,cecn l>luq-,tetri blue•<;rreen blue•gre♦f\ 

3t Copper btlght 
Car'bc:m•te oliv~ 9reen 1'11.ediuzn 9rttc,n c•liVe green ,n"4iucn green light: brotm very derk. brown 

8\ ~r.il Stain palo coral pal6 co:t&l oft-~hit~ ott--\olhtt:e oft...-hit4 oft-whit• 

12\ O.Uk Pink SU.if\ ligtn. plnk ll9~t pink off .. whlte ot'f•whit,e oft-whit< otf--whtte 

~\ CUll\llar white with gtOOft Wit!\ ~nite -it th "1\lte with wllite .-!th white wltll 
lll'!l-onit• duk speck.a dJr): ,pecka dark 1o~~eks d.nk i.p"C:kl d11.rk !11:pe¢k9 dArk ,pecks 

2\ ~ree,n ~o 
Oxide U.9ht green ~iediwn qrecn 111.ediu.,i green m.ed1um green dar)', 9l4(U\ dar)i 9re:40:n 

5\ Green Chro1111>P: 
O><ld• mediurt1 9ree~ k•llY 9x~en dark ~rP:en d'9,rk green Yflry duk green very d~rlc green 

1()\ Iron c:hram:it~ Uqh.t guy 11.edium gray dA"Ck gC"ay dark q,:~y \•ery d!.rk gr~y vet"/ d.atk 91'4Y 

$\ Mang,n••• 
D1ox1do bro"" brown bro,,:, ~•own ta.fl Un 

8\ 0<¢1114 Stain pab lavender i:,ale l4'1•ndei- ot'f•whit.~ ott•Whlte light 9ray light ~tt,y 

1s, 0.-chid Su.in light l«v•nder li9ht. lAvendeT off .. whJ.t.e C'cll• ~lu~ l19ht. blc.e light. blue 

2\ Red Iron 0-lde f U:lh-<:oloted pale p.Ln.ki9tl .... t.An Ught. gray li9ht gray gra.y wlth li9ht ~uy 
brown spec:}(..i, 

s, l<ed l «>n ¢"1do oran(Je <>tange reddish br<::nrln 1.r1desc&nt 1r.t.descent 
bro,,m 4Ark brown d.u>c. red-brown 

6, '"-1tUe ,eqgthe.11 099•hell golden ••n golden tlln tan 11$ht. ta Mi &h"'"9old 

12' JOJtll♦ 1191\t ... U9ht l'•llow goJden Un goldtn tan tl!.nnlsh-gold taN\iah•goid 

LI 'I'ln O:cide ._ 
l'- Gr•en Chrai:s& 0,c:. pa.ll (JHOJ\ U.ght gi-een 1Hdh1,rn. green cr,edi\DIO 9reon coedhm 9reen ll'led Lum 9recn 

4\ Turquoise St.Ain liqht: blue. Hght l>lut t.urquolse t\1r<;v.oiae tu.r~o1:se turquoiee 

S\ Y•llO'W Ochr,e pa • P• e 
pin.kiah-t~n piMisb. .. t.n off-->1hlte o!t ... whLtt: o:ff-,,,hite oft-,,d\lt~ 

tao Mdit:Jve white wt!ltA Ct~ll;Sft C:rHlfl 
1.Ughtly alightlv 
off--vhite otf•whit• 



CHAPTER V 

PRODUCTION GUIDELINES 

Choosing the Clay Colorants 

Certain clay colorants were selected for testing 

by reading in various publications, such as those cited in 

Chapter II, about the effects that certain ceramic raw 

materials and stains would have on changing the color of a 

given clay body. The writer was aiming to produce the 

colors mentioned earlier under "Delimitations, 11 namely: 

blue, green, yellow, tan, pink, lavender, gray, black, and 

brown. All of these colors were produced at either cone 06, 

4, or 10, and all except pink and lavender were produced 

at all three temperatures: cones 06, 4, and 10. Pink and 

lavender were stable only at cone 06; they would burn out, 

leaving an off-white clay body, at cones 4 and 10. 

Making the Colored Clays 

A dry batch of white porcelain clay was prepared, 

using the porcelain clay formula set forth previously in 

11 Delimitations. 11 The dry ingredients were thoroughly 

mixed and separate one-pound batches of the dry clay were 

weighed out into small plastic containers {allowing for the 

weight of the containers, of course). The correct 
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percentage of coloring oxide or stain was weighed out and 

added to the clay. This mixture was then blended together 

thoroughly,and approximately a cup of water was added to 

the dry ingredients. The clay was allowed to settle, 

usually overnight, and a turkey baster was used to syphon 

off the excess water. The resulting clay slip was then 

poured onto a plaster bat to remove enough water to make 

the clay workable. 

Making the Colored Clay Test Samples 

Each different colored clay was formed into three 

small, flat, "_cookie" shapes, one for each temperature: 

cone 06, 4, and 10. They were labeled by writing (type was 

pressed into the moist clay), on the front of each, the 

colorant and the percentage used, and, on the back of each, 

the cone that it was fired to {see Figure 1). They were 

then air-dried prior to firing. 

front back 

Fig. l. Colored clay test samples. 
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Firing the Colored Clay Test Samples 

When completely dry, the colored clay tests were 

bisque-fired to cone 06. After the bisq ue firing, each of 

the three colored clay body tests was partia lly covered wi th 

a clear glaze and fired to the maturing temperature of its 

respective clear glaze, be it cone 06, 4, or 10. When the 

desired color or shade was n o t achieved, more tests were 

conducted, using more or less of the colorant, or different 

combinations of colorants. 

Making Ceramic Forms From the 
Colored Clay Bodies 

Through testing, the writer achieved a ll the colors 

she set out to produce, and some unforeseen colors were 

obtained as wel l . They are graphically represented on a 

chart in Chapter IV, and photographically represented in 

the Color Portfolio at the end of this ma nuscript (Plate 1). 

Several methods were explored in making cera mic forms from 

these colored clay bodies. The first was similar to the 

11millefiore 11 technique which Jane Peiser describes in "Night 

Garden With Ladies" in The Penland School of Crafts Book of 

Pottery. 

For example, a very simple 11millefiore" could be 

made as follows (see Figure 2): A coil of a yellow clay 

body would be rolled out. A 1/4 inch thick slab of a blue 
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clay body would then be rolled out. If the yellow clay 

coil were 8 inches long and had a circumference of one 

inch, the blue clay slab would have to also be eight inches 

long and would have to be wide enough to go around the 

circumference of the yellow clay coil. Both the yellow 

coil and the blue slab would then be scored and smeared 

with water on the surfaces to be joined together. Follow

ing this, a 1/8 inch thick slab of green clay might be 

rolled out. This would also have to be eight inches long 

and wide enough to go around the yellow and blue clays, 

which are now joined together. The same joining procedure 

is used to join the green clay on top of the blue. We now 

have a "loaf" of colored clays in a very simple design. 

Theoretically, the designs could just be sliced off of the 

"loaf" and used by themselves or incorporated into other 

pieces. However, the writer found the technique to be very 

unsatisfactory, as .no matter what the pieces were sliced 

off with (wire, thread, a cheese cutter, etc.), the colors 

~lways smeared together from the slicing action. If one 

would not mind this effect, the technique certainly could 

be viable. 
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I 
~ 
~ 

Fig. 2. The 11millefiore" technique. 

The second technique utilized by the artist consisted 

of making pieces of one clay body, either white or colored, 

and adding pieces of white or colored clays on the surface 

of the form. Examples of this can be seen in the Color 

Portfolio at the end of this manuscript (Plates 2-6). This 

method is satisfactory and the writer still uses it. 

The possibility of incorporating "scenes" in the 

ceramic forms, such as landscapes made out of col_ored clays, 

next interested the artist. One early example of this is a 

box with a landscape scene going around it (Plates 7 and 8). 

The box was made out of the white porcelain body, the moun

tains out of clays colored with 5% Black Copper Oxide and 

2% and 5% of Red Iron Oxide, the sand out of clay colored 

with 5% Manganese Dioxide, and the water out of clay colored 

with 2% Cobalt Oxide. The water was softened by adding 
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silver luster. The inside was lustered with silver also, 

and the bottom was lined with velvet. The writer was not 

entirely pleased with the appearance of the actual land

scape on this form; the sand had been applied first, then 

the water and mountains, and it was all overlapping, some 

parts sticking up as much as 1/8 inch above others. More 

of a flat image, a blending together, was desired. 

This desire for a flat, blended image led to cutting 

out parts of a scene from thin slabs of colored clays and 

then laying these pieces of colored clays together in their 

proper places within the framework of the desired scene. 

The pieces would be overlapping just a tiny bit and the 

entire image would be rolled over with a rolling pin. A 

piece of paper towel was always laid over the image before 

rolling, and was discarded and replaced with a fresh towel 

whenever the piece was rolled over again. This process 

worked very well in achieving a unified flat slab image. A 

flattened clay coil was often added as a border, and the 

pieces, after firing, were used as wall plaques or plates. 

Examples of this technique may be found in Figure 3 and 

Color Plates 9-10. 
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Fig. 3. Landscape image. 

The final working method embarked upon was "inlaying." 

The artist would roll out a slab of white or colored clay 

. and then add on pieces of other colored clays. The entire 

inlayed portion would then be lightly pressed into the slab 

with a rolling pin, using paper towels on top as mentioned 

earlier. The result would be· a flat piece of clay with 

various colored clays inlaid in it. Examples of this tech

nique may be seen in Figure 4 and Color Plates 11-15. 

Fig. 4 • . Inlaying technique. 



CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This study was concerned with examining the feasi

bility of using colored porcelain clay bodies, rather than 

colored glazes, as the main decorative element in wheel

thrown and/or hand-built ceramic forms. Selected publica

tions were searched in an effort to locate information on 

this subject. Although innumerable ways of combining 

colored clays for decorative effects are possible, the 

artist made an effort to utilize only those techniques 

involving colored clays that were in accordance with her 

personal sense of aesthetics. By combining references from 

literature with the results of the artistts studio work in 

the area, many colored porcelain clay bodies were developed. 

Using these colored clay bodies, wheel-thrown and/or hand

built ceramic forms were produced. In the opinion of the 

artist, she has satisfactorily shown that creative and 

aesthetically pleasing forms can be produced with colored 

porcelain clay bodies, without the use of colored glazes. 

Probably the biggest drawback to using various 

colored clay bodies in one ceramic form was the necessity 

for absolute cleanliness. On~ must have cleanliness to 
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work with porcelain in the first place, but the problem was 

amplified-when one was working with several different colored 

porcelain clay bodies. All working surfaces had to be 

thoroughly washed whenever one had finished working with one 

colored clay and was ready to work with another. The task of 

cleanliness, although troublesome, proved not insurmountable 

when the end results were considered. 

Although some of the forms produced do serve a func

tional purpose (cups, plates, etc.), utility is secondary to 

the overall aesthetic appeal of the form. The forms are con

sidered as works of art by the writer, aesthetically pleasing 

in their own right. 
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PROCEDURE TIME-LINE MATRIX 

ILLUSTRATION OF TIME SEQUENCE SPAN DURING 
INVESTIGATION BETWEEN 

· SEPTEMBER, 1975 AND JULY, 1976 

• ~ r-1 
.µ • • • • • 0 ..... OJ >, 
!l, .µ ::,

0 
0 S:: ,.Q M M ~ S:: .-1 w o OJ ta OJ ro ~ ,y ~ ::, 

1975 Cll o Z o l"'J ~ ~ ,.:c ~ 1-:> l"'J 1976 --------------------------
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-----------------PHASE TWO------------------
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PHASE· ONE: Examination of Relevant Literature 

PHASE TWO: Studio Work: Experimentation and Production 

PHASE THREE: Preparation of the Thesis and Showing of 

Studio Work 
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COLOR PORTFOLIO OF STUDIO WORK 
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Plate 1: Test Tiles--Cones 06, 4, and 10 
(Shown in same order as listed in chart on p. 19) 
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Plate 2: Heart Mugs--Cone 06 
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Plate 3: Star Cup--Cone 06 
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Plate 4: Covered Container--Cone 10 
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Plate 5: Plates--Cone 4 
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Plate 6: Mugs--Cone 4 
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Plate 7: Landscape Box, Exterior--Cone 10 
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Plate 8: Landscape Box, Interior--Cone 10 
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Plate 9: Desert Scene--Cone 10 
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Plate 10: Cactus Landscapes--Cone 06 
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Plate 11: Vase--Cone 06 
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Plate 12: Heart Cups--Cone 06 
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Plate 13: Heart Plate--Cone 06 
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Plate 14: Blue Mirror Frarne--Cone 4 
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Plate 15: Orange Moon--Cone 06 
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